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We, DrathaCreations is one of the We, DrathaCreations is one of the Best Wedding Planners in BangaloreBest Wedding Planners in Bangalore..
We help your dream weddings come alive and make sure it isWe help your dream weddings come alive and make sure it is
affordable by DrathaCreations. DrathaCreations Pvt. Ltd is a fullyaffordable by DrathaCreations. DrathaCreations Pvt. Ltd is a fully
capable and self-sufficient Wedding Planner, that is dedicated tocapable and self-sufficient Wedding Planner, that is dedicated to
creating Dream Weddings. We offer holistic solutions, either ascreating Dream Weddings. We offer holistic solutions, either as
customized, be-spoken service, or in a packaged format.customized, be-spoken service, or in a packaged format.

Our Wedding events reflect your lifestyles and personality, and weOur Wedding events reflect your lifestyles and personality, and we
work closely with you to create unforgettable memories. We assist withwork closely with you to create unforgettable memories. We assist with
the planning, facilitating, negotiating, and handling of various aspectsthe planning, facilitating, negotiating, and handling of various aspects
of Wedding functions and ensure that you receive the best services atof Wedding functions and ensure that you receive the best services at
the best price.the best price.

We are Wedding Planners and outstanding amongst other WeddingWe are Wedding Planners and outstanding amongst other Wedding
Planners Company in Bangalore. Our specialty lies in conveying frontPlanners Company in Bangalore. Our specialty lies in conveying front
line, inventive and proficient Wedding Planners administrations. We areline, inventive and proficient Wedding Planners administrations. We are
a lot of carefree, vigorous, and energetic individuals moving in thea lot of carefree, vigorous, and energetic individuals moving in the
direction of the shared objective of giving extraordinary Weddingdirection of the shared objective of giving extraordinary Wedding
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Planners administrations. From uplifting thoughts to staggeringPlanners administrations. From uplifting thoughts to staggering
creations, solid subjects, and inventive projects, we do everything tocreations, solid subjects, and inventive projects, we do everything to
make important encounters and marking openings that surpass clientmake important encounters and marking openings that surpass client
desires. We invest wholeheartedly in introducing ourselves as trulydesires. We invest wholeheartedly in introducing ourselves as truly
outstanding in the business.outstanding in the business.

DrathaCreations Pvt Ltd offers a wide range of Wedding and EventDrathaCreations Pvt Ltd offers a wide range of Wedding and Event
Management Services in Bangalore.Management Services in Bangalore.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/best-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/best-
wedding-planners-and-organizers-in-bangalore-9906wedding-planners-and-organizers-in-bangalore-9906
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